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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AEA</strong></td>
<td>United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AEI</strong></td>
<td>Associated Electrical Industries Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGR</strong></td>
<td>Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APC</strong></td>
<td>Atomic Power Constructions Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B&amp;W</strong></td>
<td>Babcock &amp; Wilcox Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BNDC</strong></td>
<td>British Nuclear Design and Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BNFL</strong></td>
<td>British Nuclear Fuels Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BWR</strong></td>
<td>Boiling Water Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CANDU</strong></td>
<td>Canadian Heavy Water Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CDFR</strong></td>
<td>Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEA</strong></td>
<td>Central Electricity Authority for England and Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEGB</strong></td>
<td>Central Electricity Generating Board for England and Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDF</strong></td>
<td>Electricité de France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EE</strong></td>
<td>English Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enel</strong></td>
<td>Enel – Italian energy company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEC</strong></td>
<td>General Electric Company of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HTR</strong></td>
<td>High Temperature Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HWSGR</strong></td>
<td>Heavy Water Steam Generating Gas Cooled Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAPCo</strong></td>
<td>Japan Atomic Power Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JT</strong></td>
<td>John Thompson Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnox</strong></td>
<td>Natural Uranium fuel clad in a Magnesium alloy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NDC</strong></td>
<td>Nuclear Design and Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NII</strong></td>
<td>Nuclear Installations Inspectorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NNC</strong></td>
<td>National Nuclear Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NPPC</strong></td>
<td>Nuclear Power Plant Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PFR</strong></td>
<td>Prototype Fast Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PIPPA</strong></td>
<td>Pressurised Pile for Producing Power and Plutonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PWR</strong></td>
<td>Pressurized Water Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SGHWR</strong></td>
<td>Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SSEB</strong></td>
<td>South of Scotland Electricity Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TNPG</strong></td>
<td>The Nuclear Power Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TWC</strong></td>
<td>Taylor Woodrow Construction Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UKAEA</strong></td>
<td>United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UPC</strong></td>
<td>United Power Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
International electrical power generation utility companies are now planning to build new nuclear power stations in the UK to replace the many nearing the end of their economic and safe life. The UK government has indicated its support for these new projects. Continuing uncertainty in future oil and gas supplies and prices together with commitment to environment emissions targets are likely to sustain this support.

The new stations in the UK are expected to be based on the pressurized-water (PWR) and boiling water (BWR) types of reactor as now most preferred by the electrical generation utility companies and safety authorities world-wide. The UK government expects that together with the international suppliers of the reactor systems the utilities will employ British engineering and construction companies to design and construct these new nuclear power stations. Consortia of UK-based turbine-alternator engineering and boiler maker companies were formed in 1955 to undertake the design, construction and project management of the country’s first programme of gas-cooled reactor power station projects. Those consortia, later amalgamated, went on to undertake the programme of advanced gas-cooled reactor projects, until the change of national policy to use a PWR design for the Sizewell B project completed in 1995. Since then no UK organization has designed or managed a complete nuclear power project.

These notes review the experience of individuals employed in the engineering and project management of the UK’s projects up to Sizewell B, as lessons from those forty years of projects may be relevant to re-establishing a nuclear power programme in this country. The dominant lesson is that to be economic and safe to operate each new project should be planned and controlled by an organization that has the engineering and managerial capacity and authority to integrate and control the design and supply of the whole project. This has been learnt from capital projects in many industries world-wide. The investors in new nuclear projects may now demand that it is applied.
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1. FORMATION OF UK NUCLEAR CONSORTIA

In 1955 the UK government announced that it would invest in a programme of civil nuclear power stations to use natural uranium ‘Magnox’ fuel so as to be internationally independent in energy supplies and to produce plutonium for weapon material. The prototype was the gas-cooled ‘PIPPA’ design of reactor recently put into operation at Calder Hall by the UK’s Atomic Energy Authority (AEA), the national nuclear research and development organisation.

The government then encouraged the UK-based power station turbine-alternator manufacturing companies to get together with boiler maker companies to form ‘consortia’ to undertake the development, construction and commissioning support of the new Magnox projects. Formation of consortia was recommended to the government by the AEA to establish contractor organizations strong enough technically and financially to undertake ‘turnkey’ contracts for the engineering and construction of complete power stations and to sell these overseas. For the UK turbine-alternator and boiler making companies this was the opportunity to have a share of the new nuclear power market. Four consortia were formed in 1955, and a fifth in 1957. Those consortia and their member companies are listed in Appendix A.

The consortia were invited to compete in undertaking research, development and design to take the Calder Hall reactor design up to a size which would be commercially attractive to electricity generating organizations. The consortia were given access to the AEA’s nuclear information. The AEA was the nuclear advisor to all parties, and until 1965 was also the UK’s nuclear design safety authority. The AEA was the fuel manufacturer and re-processor of the fuel and responsible for its militarily important by-product plutonium.

The customers for the projects were two newly re-organised UK power generation utilities, the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) and the smaller South of Scotland Electricity Board (SSEB). The consortia delivered eight twin-reactor Magnox stations to the CEGB and one to the SSEB. The projects are listed in Table B. Following world-wide interest in the potential of this new source of power single-reactor Magnox stations were supplied to the Italian power company Enel and to the Japan Atomic Power Co (JAPCo).

2. CONSORTIA MEMBERS

The turbine-alternator companies took the lead in inviting the boiler makers and other companies to join them in forming consortia. AEI was reported to have wanted to be the dominant partner in their consortium and therefore invited John Thompson, one of the smaller but respected boiler makers. By comparison, English Electric invited Babcock & Wilcox as the most experienced, technically equipped and internationally connected of the UK boiler makers. NPPC was based on companies known to each other from Calder Hall and some ‘conventional’ projects. NPPC had the largest number of member companies, spreading the financial risks amongst the widest range of resources.

Two of the first four consortia included civil engineering contractors as members. Two consortia employed contractors without their being consortium members. Two civil engineering contractors planned to be members of the APC consortium, but withdrew from its membership and were instead employed by that consortium. AEI-John Thompson employed civil engineering consulting engineers who had been responsible for design of Calder Hall structures.
The five consortia varied in the range of other companies included and in their internal structures of contracting, financial commitment and control. The AEI-John Thompson and the English Electric/Babcock & Wilcox/Taylor Woodrow cases were true "consortia" in that they were partnerships with liabilities shared between their member companies. NPPC and APC were companies wholly owned by their member companies, with their liabilities guaranteed by their member companies. So were their successors TNPG and UPC. GEC was the sole contracting member in what was called their consortium. In this Simon Carves shared 40% of research, engineering and supporting costs up to tendering to a customer, but when a utility agreed a contract for the delivery of a project Simon Carves was GEC's nominated sub-contractor for the supply of boiler systems and the civil engineering.

3. CONSORTIA RESOURCES

Every consortium established its own headquarters team for its nuclear power work. The English Electric-led and the GEC-led consortia established their teams near or at their existing factories. The other three consortia established their teams at new locations, two near to the AEA offices concerned, and the fifth in London.

The first members of the teams were engineers and nuclear physicists, the engineers mostly seconded from their member companies. Many more engineers and physicists, metallurgists, mathematicians and commercial staff were then recruited from other engineering industries, academia, the AEA and the armed services. The recruitment of staff was typically in at least three waves; first the team perceived as required to initiate reactor design, research and development, then additional engineering and commercial expertise to prepare the first tenders, and then further growth for engineering, construction and managing more projects.

Of the companies that joined in the consortia, Babcock & Wilcox, John Laing, Parsons, Reyrolle, Strachan & Henshaw, Taylor Woodrow and Whessoe had experience of major work for Calder Hall, but as separate contractors to the AEA. Most of their staff with that experience returned to their companies and few were seconded to any of the new consortia. Parolle, a joint Parsons and Reyrolle company they owned to coordinate collaborative work for conventional power station projects, was an exception. Parolle had been employed in a project coordinating role at Calder Hall and was employed similarly by their consortium NPPC to provide general management and also inspection services. Simon Carves had previous experience of consortia working for a steelworks project in India (ISCON), and one person with some knowledge from that work was seconded to their consortium. English Electric and possibly other companies had experience of turnkey contracting, but no individual with such experience is known to have been seconded to a consortium for that reason.

Technical training for the consortia’s first leading staff was provided at the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, and at the Calder Hall repeat project under construction at Chapelcross.

4. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The consortia established their own separate nuclear engineering research and development laboratories at their manufacturing member companies’ factories. In the EE/B&W/TWC and GEC/Simon Carves consortia these laboratories were therefore close to their engineering offices. In addition to those at their member companies’ factories, the AEI-John Thompson and the NPPC consortia also built nuclear engineering research and development laboratories alongside their new headquarters, increasing them in scope as reactor, fuel and boiler design needs became known.
Reactor technology research and development work for the Magnox programme by the consortia and by the AEA was coordinated by specialist working party meetings led by the AEA and attended by CEGB.

5. MAGNOX FUEL

Natural uranium in Magnox cans was stipulated by the AEA to be the basis of the design of the fuel elements for the first programme of nuclear power stations. Detailed design of the elements for their reactor was the responsibility of each consortium, hence a variety of different designs. The AEA had responsibility for the fuel manufacture and also for its subsequent reprocessing and waste disposal.

For each design a working party was formed by the AEA and the relevant consortium, requiring the AEA staff involved to take care with the contradictory demands of collaboration and confidentiality.

6. FIRST PROJECTS

The four original consortia developed their reactor designs competitively. Their first tenders to the CEGB and SSEB were required to offer a design for a complete twin-reactor power station which could be chosen for construction at either Berkeley or Bradwell, in England, or at Hunterston in Scotland. Their station plans and detailed design to suit a site followed selection of a consortium to build their project. The CEGB and SSEB had little influence on the designs for the first tenders, perhaps because their nuclear engineering and project management organizations were still being established. They became increasingly influential.

Capital cost per MWe of power generating capacity was the criterion stated for judging the tenders. The selection of three of the consortia's designs for Berkeley, Bradwell and Hunterston were announced in 1956, and after some changes a fourth in 1957 for construction at Hinkley Point. Their designs typically offered treble the power output per reactor compared with one Calder Hall reactor. These reactor designs were in effect distinct prototypes. Every consortium expected it would be invited to develop its design for selection as the standard for further stations.

Some data and the outlines of these four reactor designs became public when chosen for the first sites. Information on these designs was thus known to the fifth consortium when it bid for their first project. This fifth consortium bid in competition with the established four, for a designated site, Trawsfynydd. The fifth consortium's reactor design showed similarities to Bradwell, but up-rated.

The four original consortia offered their reactor designs to utilities in other countries. The first export was the Latina project, Italy. The chosen design was based on the design for Bradwell, achieving greater power output and earthquake re-design within the same size of vessel. The contract was negotiated after the AEA had recommended the TNPG design. The consortia competed for the second export project, Tokai Mura in Japan. This contract was awarded to GEC/Simon Carves for a design which differed markedly from their Hunterston A design in order to meet the major earthquake risks and conform with US engineering standards.

After the first projects the AEA and CEGB encouraged the development of reactor designs for each successive Magnox project. In the series of UK Magnox projects that followed the Sizewell A reactor design was based on the Hinkley Point A design. None of the other
reactor designs were repeated. The resulting advances in power output per reactor together with a reduction in UK anxiety about international risks to oil and gas supplies resulted in fewer projects than first expected.

7. MAGNOX ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENTS

Greater power per reactor in the series of Magnox projects was achieved by advances by the consortia and their member companies in the design and construction of the reactor pressure vessels, fuel elements, graphite moderators, gas circulation systems, boiler tubing, boiler pressure vessels, fuel handling equipment, instrumentation and control systems. These achievements are indicated in the published papers listed in Appendix C. They demanded step changes in technology in many of the contributing industries, for instance welding, which were then of value in other industries. The design, development, manufacture and testing of remote-controlled fuel handling equipment was new to all but one company and was greatly extended from the Calder Hall experience by designing for on-load re-fueling. The design of the boilers was very different to those for coal-burning power stations. The design of the turbine-alternator plant and other conventional systems also demanded changes from established designs, particularly as the maximum steam temperature generated using Magnox fuel was lower than in the contemporary conventional power stations.

Most of the Magnox reactor pressure vessels were steel, as in the Calder Hall reactors, but larger and spherical. The use of steel up to the then maximum weldable 3” thickness set a limit on coolant gas pressure and hence heat transfer in the reactor cores and boilers. Early in the programme some of the civil engineering companies started to develop prestressed reinforced concrete pressure vessels which would allow a significant increase in coolant gas pressures and therefore the output attainable from a reactor. As a result the last two Magnox projects used prestressed reinforced concrete pressure vessels.

The consortia’s designs of the reactors, station systems and structures were subject to detailed review by the AEA as well as by the utilities, and insurers and consulting engineers employed by them.

8. ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION

The consortia varied in the extent that the development and detailed design of the nuclear and the conventional plant, systems and structures was centralized or was the responsibility of the established engineering departments in their member companies, other companies and consultants.

In two cases the consortia’s central engineering teams were initially set up to coordinate rather than lead design decisions. Those consortia found that the designs preferred by their individual member companies for their parts of a project if put together would not produce a project which would be economic and safe in commissioning and operation. Their member companies learned from this that the interdependence of the design of nuclear, conventional, control and supporting systems required the consortia’s central engineering teams to have the authority to initiate and control design, not just coordinate hardware, but working closely with the design, plant installation and commissioning staff in the individual mechanical, electrical, vessel fabrication and boiler maker companies.

Perhaps because of different location and their experience of conventional power station work some design and construction staff in member companies disregarded expert advice available from consortium staff, for instance on potential problems of component vibration in
high pressure coolant gas flow and on materials and fabrication restrictions in nuclear conditions. Resolution of these problems showed that all had to recognise the interdependence in design decisions. To guide all parties the diagram reproduced in Appendix D was used in one consortium to show the interdependence of nuclear, conventional, control and supporting system design. It indicated how many apparently unrelated design decisions are linked so that a small change in one part of the design can affect much elsewhere.

When procuring conventional power station projects the utility, usually through consulting engineers, was responsible for specifying the station layout, buildings, cabling, piping, instrumentation and services and coordinating design, construction and testing. For the Magnox projects the consortia as turnkey contractors had to gain expertise in all these requirements for a complete power station and to maintain sustained coordinated attention to the detail through to testing and commissioning. Late attention to conventional requirements caused as many design problems as did new nuclear information.

The consortia also undertook studies of other reactor systems and smaller projects for prototype and experimental reactors. These were usually the work of small teams separate from the Magnox projects.

9. CONSORTIA OPERATIONS

Working relationships were reported to have been friendly within all the first four consortia, probably partly because most of the leading individuals had been together at training run by the AEA and partly because of the great motivation evident in this new industry. During their first projects managerial relationships between the consortia central teams and their some member companies did not initially all go smoothly. Being required to guarantee a consortium’s liabilities jointly led some member companies to expect that in return they would be guaranteed a corresponding share in the work for a project. These companies tended to see sharing liabilities in a consortium as a necessity for obtaining manufacturing work for their factories but not as important as their direct business with the power utilities for conventional power projects.

Creation of a consortium as a creature of its member companies to bring them work also created the expectation in the companies that each would get the work they wished and none would go to competitors not in their consortium. By contrast, one observer commented that the APC consortium was “not committed to the furtherance of its member companies”, taken to mean that its management operated in the interests of APC as a company and its management. The consortia needed engineering authority and managerial skill to anticipate and resolve disputes with member companies. The disputes that occurred were generally resolved in agreement with the consortium managements’ decisions. The problems were anticipated in other cases because their member companies’ senior managers had previously worked together and cooperation between them was supported by regular steering meetings of top executives.

As noted earlier, creation of a consortium as a creature of its member companies to bring them work created expectation in some member companies that the design of a project would be based on the design of their plant each preferred. Staff seconded to a consortium’s team from those member companies were then in an ambiguous role in negotiating with their parent company, especially when the consortium’s system design imposed unwelcome demands or restrictions on that company’s own individually preferred designs. This problem of roles was initially resolved by specific clarification that seconded staff were essentially consortium staff. As one observed, individuals seconded to a consortium soon went native, that is behaved as a project team rather than as employees of
the member company that actually paid their salaries. Later most transferred to being consortium employees, particularly when consortia amalgamated.

The AEI-John Thompson and NPPC consortia amalgamated in 1960, to form TNPG, when it seemed likely that the advances achieved in power per reactor would lead to the CEGB and SSEB ordering fewer Magnox projects than first expected.

In 1962 GEC and APC were brought together as UPC to manage their projects. In this the UPC organisation included none of the GEC/Simon Carves engineering team, and this amalgamation was abandoned in 1964 at the time that GEC withdrew from tendering for further nuclear projects.

In 1965, reorganization within English Electric led to the EE/B&W/TWC consortium forming a joint subsidiary, NDC, later BNDC.

10. CONTRACTS

For all the UK Magnox projects the consortia entered in effect into comprehensive ‘turnkey’ contracts with their customer, the CEGB or SSEB, with responsibility for design and its supporting development work, procurement, construction, pre-commissioning testing and commissioning support of a complete power station up to handover for the customer. A major exception in liabilities was that the utilities paid the costs of changes to a consortium’s design caused by new nuclear information. The contracts were not finally agreed until well into the construction work.

After the first projects the CEGB required contract performance bonds, but probably following their corporate policy for all contracts rather than from perceptions of their need and practicability for these projects. No bond was ever called. To do so successfully could have depended upon distinguishing the effects of new nuclear information from other causes of delay or extra cost.

Payment from the utilities was indirect through their consortium. Each company had to bear its own cost risks if they encountered engineering or other problems and share the liability for the consortium’s problems of a contract. Costs were said to have been a problem because many priced their first tenders expecting that part of the costs incurred up to that time would be borne by repeat orders. Financing their work in a turnkey contract was a strain for some members of the consortia when payment from a utility awaited agreement on liability for design changes.\textsuperscript{15} There were some lengthy and detailed claims for additional payment, but without showing that different terms of contract would have been better for the utilities or the consortia.

11. PROCUREMENT

The differences in the ownership and liabilities in the consortium structures affected how far their internal relationships were contractual.\textsuperscript{16} In practice the member companies behaved as sub-contractors in contract with their consortia teams, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Most of the second tier suppliers were selected by the member companies following their normal processes of competitive tenders from sub-contractors known to them.

UK and Canadian companies supplied the pile graphite bricks for the UK stations, French for Tokai Mura.
The steel for the Tokai Mura reactor pressure vessel, originally supplied from the UK, was found defective and replaced by Japanese steel.

![Diagram of consortium ownership and contractual relationships](image)

**Figure 1. Ownership and contractual relationships in a consortium**

The supply and disposal of the nuclear fuel was the subject of contracts between the utilities and the AEA.\(^{17}\)

Most other supply was from UK, but not always through member companies. In the two export contracts the consortia were responsible for specifying but not supplying secondary plant, piping, cabling and construction. Many quality and accuracy requirements for reactor components were higher than those familiar to their suppliers. Some sub-contractors found great difficulty in achieving the standards required in mechanical construction work for the reactors, for instance nuclear ‘clean conditions’ requirements. These needed detailed instruction, supervision and inspection by consortium staff to achieve specifications.

### 12. CONSTRUCTION

Each consortium established its construction management team, as with their design teams based upon a few staff from member companies and many recruited from elsewhere. Consortia site offices provided some common services, but member companies established their own site organizations to direct and supervise their own site teams and sub-contractors.

The Chairman of the CEA is reported to have said in 1955 that “The problems of building nuclear power stations will not differ materially from those met in the construction of conventionally fired stations.”\(^{18}\) He was partly right. The speed of construction of the UK Magnox projects was similar to UK conventional power station projects at a time of poor productivity and labour relations difficulties also being faced by chemicals, steel and other industry projects.\(^{19}\) The consortia’s sites near areas suffering from the decline of heavy engineering and disputes in industrial relations may have attracted these problems. So may the lack of training in project and construction management of engineers and supervisors recruited from manufacturing. The sites further away from industrial areas proceeded without delay from labour disputes but were slow to complete by international standards.

The projects in Italy and Japan were constructed more rapidly, apart from a major materials delay, but they drew on UK experience of the first Magnox projects and enjoyed favourable local sub-contracting and labour conditions.

The engineering problems of building the nuclear power stations which differed very greatly from the construction of conventional stations were the construction of the reactor pressure
vessels, assembly of the graphite cores, installing and testing nuclear instrumentation and maintaining nuclear clean conditions throughout the construction of the reactor vessels and gas circuits. Construction of the steel pressure vessels for the reactors first required the erection of heavy cranes and tracks for these close to the equally critical excavation for the reactor buildings. Much of the boiler engineering was new in form or size. Some of this work was more akin to heavy chemicals plant construction than conventional power station work, but larger and using some different materials.

Because of time pressures most of the new designs of fuel handling machines, control rod mechanisms, emergency shut-down devices, core restraints and other specialised systems were delivered to site without factory testing and needed space in the reactor buildings for rectifying assembly problems, checking by their design teams and operator training. A widespread difficulty on the first projects was under-estimation of the complexity of control and service systems installation in the reactor buildings, a problem due to designers' limited experience of power stations rather than nuclear requirements.

The managerial problems of building the nuclear power stations which differed materially from the construction of conventionally fired stations were in the risks of the above and the role of the consortium as the customer for the contractors, a role on conventional power station projects taken by the CEGB and its predecessors. Respect given to individual consortium and member company staff with Calder Hall or Chapelcross experience gave them initially a special authority, but some of them found it difficult to understand managerial roles in the greater commercial complexity of a consortium, particularly that member companies were formally sub-contractors to a consortium which they owned.

One result of member companies’ establishing their own site organizations to direct and supervise their own site teams and sub-contractors was three levels of direction and supervision – customer, consortium and contractor – with initially some lack of detailed planning agreed by the three levels. Meetings to plan the work first required team building between customer, consortium and companies. More than coordination was required. On one site it took time to accept that the member companies’ own site organizations should be directed by the consortium’s site manager in order to anticipate potential problems of the sequence and timing of work, use of space, inconsistent labour relations and lack of common services. Other sites enjoyed good cooperation between companies with different cultures and labour agreements, for instance a boiler maker company assisted a pressure vessel contractor with severe industrial relations problems.

Some coastal sites made it possible to bring in large fabricated components by sea, but in one case local advice on the bearing strength of a connecting road was wrong.

Safety in construction of the UK nuclear projects was stated to be better than on other construction sites.

13. COMMISSIONING

The utilities were the organizations licensed to operate nuclear projects. Consortium staff were responsible for drafting the testing, commissioning and operating manuals and schedules for a project, for agreement with the customer, consultants and regulators. The utilities' staff took over control of a project when tests showed it was sufficiently complete to commence loading fuel, but with extensive technical support from consortium staff, member companies and equipment suppliers until operation at full power and completion of contractual tests.
Temporary teams had to be recruited for planning the commissioning of the first projects, as the consortia and member company staff lacked operating and maintenance experience of power station systems and of their companies’ products in use. Some consortia appointed a dedicated manager to plan for pre-commissioning testing from the start of construction, as is now recommended as best practice. No problems were reported from projects where the role was filled later, as the customer’s commissioning management and operating staff took the lead. Joint customer-consortium commissioning teams were set up for the later projects to provide transfer of experience to operational staff.

14. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The managers of each consortium were in effect the project managers of their first Magnox projects. The development of the reactor systems tended to have first attention when the consortia were formed. The project teams and their planning and progress reviewing did not initially cover the detailed needs of procurement, installation, testing and handover of the conventional and nuclear plant and systems. Tendering and obtaining a second contract precipitated more specific attention to managing each project. More coordination and managerial roles were created with growth in the scale of the engineering, tendering and commercial work, providing unexpected career opportunities for some staff. Definition of responsibilities in commitments with member companies was particularly needed in the transition from collaboration in development and design to contractual relationships in tendering and in managing contracts.

Many of the staff recruited to the consortia were relatively young and were highly motivated in joining this new industry. Team spirit needed little or no planned team building, though at first security practice limited briefing them on design policy and risks. High morale and confidence were maintained through the first projects and the amalgamation of some of the consortia, but project management demanded increasing attention to the commitment and performance of member companies when facing unexpected costs and risks and no repeat orders in prospect.

The structure of one consortium’s team was based on practice in manufacturing companies accustomed to little innovation from project to project in which a department experienced in preparing tenders largely from previous designs hands over a project on receipt of a contract to another department experienced in providing manufacturing instructions. Following this practice part way through the design of novel reactor plant still dependent on development work needed transfer of staff with each project to avoid discontinuity and loss of understanding of design criteria. As observed of other industries, the engineering of high risk one-off projects needs continuity through to handover to operations.

For the Latina project NPPC established a small management and engineering coordination expatriate team at their customer’s project office in Italy, supported by many visits by the UK-based project manager, senior managers and many technical specialists. For the more distant Tokai Mura project GEC established its own subsidiary company in Japan with a senior management and engineering expatriate team, also supported by many visits from UK-based staff. At the commissioning stage the chief member of the UK engineering staff and a small technical liaison team moved to the Tokai Mura site, providing a direct link with the customer’s team and calling up specialist and senior management support from the UK when needed.

15. PERFORMANCE OF THE MAGNOX PROGRAMME

The amalgamated TNPG consortium delivered a total of six Magnox projects. BNDC delivered three. GEC/Simon Carves delivered two, partly while functioning within the UPC
organisation, but ceased to tender after Tokai Mura following GEC’s withdrawal from heavy engineering. APC delivered one Magnox project.

All the Magnox projects suffered delays in design, construction and commissioning, and new nuclear data from the AEA and engineering problems required many design changes, but none so extensive as to cause any of the projects to be abandoned. Speedier completion might have been expected in this series of successive projects, through learning from the repetition of designs, ‘First of a Kind’ managerial learning and the establishment of routines. Contrary to this, completion times were generally longer through the Magnox programme. The authors of the one study speculate whether increasingly more safety requirements could explain why these completion times did not improve. So could the lack of repeated designs. Another cause could be the emphasis on confidentiality of information characteristic of the start of the nuclear industry that could have limited analysis of how well the work was being managed. More influential on the motivation of all concerned may have been a gradual lessening of the initial pioneering sense and a decreasing ‘Hawthorne’ effect of top management interest after a team’s first project, together with the growth in size of the teams after their first project resulting in the dilution of experience and changes of roles.

Operation of some of the reactors in service was eventually at lower power than intended to avoid corrosion to mild steel components in the gas circulation systems, but with this all of them achieved at least their 20-year design life, and some up to 40 years. An indicator of high reliability is that one reactor produced power for 653 days without interruption. The UK electricity supply came to depend upon the Magnox power stations, particularly through the upheavals of the run-down of the UK coal industry and continued international uncertainties of oil supplies. The reactors were eventually closed when their maintenance ceased to be economical. Tokai Mura was closed after exceeding its economic life and it had achieved its prototype role in Japan. Latina was closed with the other operational nuclear power station in Italy after the Chernobyl explosion.

Successive reviews have criticized UK governments, the AEA and the CEGB for encouraging continuing development of the Magnox type of reactor project by project rather than standardize on the most economical design. They have also been criticized for persisting with types of reactor which attracted only two export orders. Amidst those criticisms the reviewers and historians give credit to the consortia in investing in new technology and undertaking the role of turnkey contractors to produce what have been described as the ‘workhorses’ that met the UK’s base load demand for power.

16. THE SECOND PROGRAMME – THE AGR PROJECTS

Throughout the Magnox programme the government, AEA, CEGB and the consortia had been investigating a range of successor types of reactor. TNPG led a European consortium to design a high temperature gas cooled breeder reactor. Prototypes of several different reactor designs were built by the AEA, notably including a fast breeder reactor which would utilize plutonium, higher temperature gas-cooled designs and a heavy water steam-generating design, and all parties gave increasing attention to types of reactor chosen in other countries, particularly various pressurized water-cooled reactor (PWR) designs adopted by the US and France, boiling water designs (BWR) in the US and the Canadian heavy water reactor design (CANDU).

A prototype ‘Advanced Gas-Cooled’ (AGR) completed by the AEA in 1963 used lightly enriched uranium fuel by then available in the UK. It offered higher thermal efficiency than the Magnox stations and promised to utilize the UK’s experience of gas-cooled systems, graphite technology and pre-stressed concrete pressure vessels. In April 1964 the government published a White Paper announcing the UK’s second programme for investing
in nuclear power projects and opening the UK market to liquid-cooled as well as gas-cooled enriched fuel reactor systems. Following this, in 1965 the CEGB with AEA support invited the three consortia to tender to design and construct the first project for a programme of AGR stations and also the alternatives of BWR or PWR designs with US partners. The invitation was based on following the same organizational structure as the Magnox programme with the consortia expected to compete for turnkey contracts to design and supply complete stations.

Extrapolating greatly from the AEA’s prototype, the APC consortium tendered an AGR design at a price then judged by the AEA and CEGB to be competitive with the other consortia’s tenders for AGR, BWR or PWR-based designs. The APC offer was based on changes from the fuel element design specified. The other two consortia had complied with the fuel design specified. All three offered on-load re-fueling as an advantage over BWR and PWR reactors. Applauded by the government and many observers, APC was awarded the first contract. The other two consortia’s loss of that contract was the subject of much discussion of fairness.

17. PERFORMANCE OF THE AGR PROGRAMME

TNPG briefly considered working with APC on their AGR design but “soon found that many of the assumptions made and the corners cut” in the proposal were untenable. Following discussion with the CEGB, TNPG instead reworked their own first design and negotiated their first AGR contract. BNDC similarly reworked their first design to meet CEGB requirements and in turn obtained their first AGR contract.

Meanwhile APC had found that their design was seriously under-engineered, not only because of the change of fuel element design but also in much of the reactor thermal and pressure vessel systems. Eventually the project turned out to be a financial disaster for the CEGB and the APC member companies. APC went into administration in 1969. Execution of its AGR project was taken over by a team drawn from BNDC, GEC and the CEGB.

TNPG also found that their experience of gas-cooled systems, graphite technology and prestressed concrete pressure vessels from the Magnox era was severely stretched in designing for much higher AGR gas temperatures and gas pressure. BNDC found the same when proceeding with their AGR design. They and their member companies had to invest in extensive development work, particularly for the fuel strings, gas circulator systems, boilers, the prestressed concrete vessels and their thermal insulation. Achieving the insulation of the pressure vessels “at times seemed to be intractable”. These projects were subject to many reactor design changes, problems of graphite machining and construction sequencing. Compounding the intrinsic engineering advances needed for the AGR designs were many innovations in pursuit of competitive advantage. Limited space in the reactor buildings aimed at reducing capital cost caused acute problems and therefore unexpected costs in installing equipment and services.

TNPG were asked to supply a repeat-design second AGR project, but for the SSEB and at their insistence too soon to take much advantage of sequential loading of suppliers’ manufacturing capacity and the re-use of construction resources. As a result of the resulting delay in the reactor work, the completed turbine-alternators and power systems were mothballed for months and plant and system testing and pre-commissioning had to be repeated.

In 1972 the UK government and the CEGB agreed that competition between consortia had outlived its usefulness in developing British reactor designs. The BNDC and TNPG teams were then formed into the National Nuclear Corporation (NNC). NNC became responsible for completion of the AGR projects then under way. NNC also continued the consortia’s
studies of prospective other types of power reactors. In forming NNC most of the BNDC and TNPG engineering and management staff were brought together at one location, but some returned to their parent companies and others in what had been a young industry had by then reached retirement age. Their nuclear engineering laboratories were similarly rationalized.

The AGR stations eventually succeeded the Magnox stations in meeting the UK base load demands for power, though the potential operational advantage of on-load refueling was not achieved. Seven twin-reactor stations in the UK completed the AGR programme. Because of high capital cost AGR reactor designs did not attract export orders. The final two UK AGR stations, Torness and Heysham 2, were regarded as the most successful, particularly in completion to budget and schedule, and in 2016 Heysham 2 Reactor B achieved a world record of 895 days of continuous operation.

The Torness and Heysham 2 stations were largely repeat designs, but with changes only to meet revised safety standards and to suit each site. NNC was responsible for their engineering and construction, but the SSEB and CEGB entered into separate contracts with the suppliers of the main components and the construction contractors. The terms of their contracts made each contractor liable for significant costs to the others of errors or failures to perform. In effect this was similar to their previously joint liabilities, but this change marked the end of the consortia as turnkey contractors.

The question studied by various enquiries and authors is why the APC consortium failed. APC was similar to NPPC, TNPG and BNDC in being owned by the companies who expected to be its principal sub-contractors, so structure does not appear to explain differences in success, but TNPG and BNDC each brought greater engineering and management experience to the AGR programme, starting from having competed in engineering development work to offer their first Magnox designs and had then managed the risks of engineering several projects through to commissioning. APC had experience of only one Magnox project and their design had followed the others and not demanded taking so many engineering risks. APC was set up with a smaller engineering team. It was stated to be mainly a management organization. As Burn comments, APC appears to have failed for lack of the “knowledge, capacity and skill” to manage the engineering decisions which determine the performance, safety, reliability, flexibility, capital and operating costs of any industrial project.

From early in the Magnox programme all interested UK parties had continued to debate the potential advantages of the US and Canadian alternatives of light water and heavy water moderated power reactors. In 1980 the CEGB invited NNC to prepare a design of a PWR station based upon Westinghouse reactor technology and Bechtel’s PWR experience, to meet UK safety requirements and to be constructed as Sizewell B in Suffolk. The CEGB announced that for a first station of a reactor type new to the UK the accountabilities of the CEGB for safety, procurement policy and cost were such that the Board itself should undertake the leadership of the project. Most of the NNC staff then working on the project continued to do so under contracts from the CEGB. The Sizewell B project was completed in 1995 two months ahead of the target date proposed in the business case. The UK electricity supply industry was privatised and NNC sold during the project, but the project organisation was sustained through these changes in ownership.

18. NOW

The capital cost per MWe of power generating capacity was the criterion stated for judging the tenders from the consortia for the Magnox and AGR programmes, as was UK government policy for conventional power plant. Satisfying the increasing demand for power
was then the primary objective. International utility companies and international investors are now the promoters of the new nuclear projects for the UK. Under commercial pressures speed of return on capital employed becomes the primary objective, requiring drive in project execution in place of the cost dominated ‘natural pace’ of project planning and approval processes.36

At its start the UK’s Magnox programme was subject to a nuclear safety regulator which was then also the primary developer of the reactor system. Since 1965 safety has been regulated independently in the UK and the government is no longer the owner of the electricity generation industry or a prime driver with an interest in the plutonium by-product. The government has given its political but not commercial support for new nuclear power stations to be built to replace the many in this country now past or nearing their economic and safe life.37 It is the utilities and their suppliers who need to obtain the safety authority’s approval of their projects.

Many of the lessons from the UK’s previous nuclear programmes were not due to nuclear advances and innovations. They were as much the organizational and leadership challenges of bringing companies together to design and deliver a complete project. PWR and BWR technology and its users’ experience can now provide the nuclear heart for new power stations, but a lesson to be learnt from the previous programmes and from other industries is that to be economic and safe to operate each new project should be planned and controlled by an organization that has the engineering and managerial capacity and authority to integrate and control the design and delivery of the whole project.38 This lesson is not readily applied even by experienced nuclear investors and contractors, as demonstrated by the problems of responsibilities and communications between the leading parties reported from a recent European PWR project.39

As no UK organization today has designed or managed a nuclear power station project since Sizewell B, the engineering and managerial strength required has to be hired or recreated. The consensus of international experience is that the risks of investing in a project should be borne by whoever can best minimise and resolve them.40 The structure of contracts between them should therefore be designed to provide the framework for building the teamwork between utility, consultants, contractors and other suppliers needed to cooperate to anticipate and manage each risk through to completion of their project.41 There are now no large turbine-alternator and boiler manufacturing companies in the UK and only a few companies in the world have the engineering and commercial strength to supply the main components of nuclear power stations. French, US, Chinese and Japanese nuclear organisations have announced agreements to work with sets of UK engineering and construction companies to design and construct new nuclear power projects in this country. If they offer to undertake projects jointly the managerial lessons from the consortia formed for the UK’s previous programmes may therefore be relevant to them and to the utilities.

20. CONCLUSIONS

This report draws on experience of consortium responsibilities for design, construction and commissioning. Much went well. Many of the lessons for all parties are the same as stated from all capital projects, particularly projects in the process industry. The particular risks of an industry affect the content of decisions, but not their nature.

These common lessons have been stated in reports and papers, as well as individuals who have contributed to this report. They appear to be understood and agreed. The investors in new nuclear projects and also the regulatory authorities are now likely to insist that they are seen to be applied in the engineering and safety decisions through to commissioning and operations.
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APPENDIX A – UK CIVIL NUCLEAR POWER CONSORTIA 1955-1972

The consortia established in 1955 were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSORTIUM</th>
<th>POWER PLANT</th>
<th>BOILERS</th>
<th>REACTOR MECHANICAL PLANT</th>
<th>REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS</th>
<th>CIVIL ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEI - JOHN THOMPSON i</td>
<td>Associated Electrical Industries</td>
<td>John Thompson</td>
<td>John Thompson Ordnance</td>
<td>John Thompson</td>
<td>Balfour Beatty and John Laing employed but were not consortium members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE/B&amp;W/TWC ii</td>
<td>English Electric</td>
<td>Babcock &amp; Wilcox</td>
<td>English Electric</td>
<td>Babcock &amp; Wilcox</td>
<td>Taylor Woodrow Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEC / SIMON CARVES iii</td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>Simon Carves</td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>Motherwell Bridge employed but was not a consortium member</td>
<td>John Mowlem (Scotland) employed but was not a consortium member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CO (NPPC)</td>
<td>C A Parsons and A Reyrolle</td>
<td>Clark Chapman and Head Wrightson</td>
<td>Strachan &amp; Henshaw iv</td>
<td>Whesoe</td>
<td>Sir Robert McAlpine and Alexander Findlay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

plus in 1957:

| ATOMIC POWER CONSTRUCTIONS (APC) v | Richardson Westgarth and Crompton Parkinson | International Combustion | Fairey Engineering | Babcock & Wilcox employed but not a consortium member | Trollope & Coils and Holland, Hannen & Cubitts vi |

Sources: *Nuclear Engineering*, 1963, pp 96-99, The structure of the British nuclear industry, and *The NNC Story*

---

i The AEI-John Thompson and the Nuclear Power Plant Co. consortia amalgamated in 1960 to form the Nuclear Power Group (TNPG).


iii The GEC / Simon Carves Atomic Energy Division joined the Atomic Power Constructions in 1962 to form the United Power Company (UPC). UPC was dissolved in 1964. GEC remained responsible for the completion of Hunterston A and Tokai Mura, but sold their turbine-alternator business to Parsons.

iv Strachan & Henshaw also designed and supplied fuel charging machines for other consortia’s reactors.

v APC, BNDC and TNPG went on to undertake the UK’s programme of Advanced Gas-Cooled reactor (AGR) power stations, but APC went into administration in 1969. Staff from BNDC and TNPG finally formed the core of the National Nuclear Corporation (NCC) organization last employed on the Sizewell B pressurized water reactor (PWR) project. NNC was purchased by Amec in 2007.

vi These two civil engineering contractors had formed ‘Nuclear Civil Constructors’ when planning to be founder members of APC, but they and Elliott Automation withdrew from being consortium members of APC before it was awarded a contract.
APPENDIX B - THE UK MAGNOX AND AGR POWER STATION PROJECTS

The UK consortia undertook the engineering, construction and commissioning support of the following projects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>REACTOR net MWe</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CUSTOMER</th>
<th>CONSORTIUM</th>
<th>YEAR*</th>
<th>CLOSED</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley (Gloucestershire)</td>
<td>2 x 138</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>AEI - John Thompson</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradwell (Essex)</td>
<td>2 x 150</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>NPPC</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunterston A (Ayrshire)</td>
<td>2 x 160</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>SSEB</td>
<td>GEC / Simon Carves</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Managed by UPC 1962-1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina (Italy)</td>
<td>1 x 200</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>Enel</td>
<td>NPPC</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinkley Point A (Somerset)</td>
<td>2 x 225</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>EE/B&amp;W/TWC</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trawsfynydd (Gwynedd)</td>
<td>2 x 235</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>APC</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokai Mura (Japan)</td>
<td>1 x 166</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>JAPCo</td>
<td>GEC / Simon Carves</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Managed by UPC 1962-1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungeness A (Kent)</td>
<td>2 x 250</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>TNPG</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sizewell A (Suffolk)</td>
<td>2 x 210</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>NDC</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldbury (Gloucestershire)</td>
<td>2 x 217</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>TNPG</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wylfa (Anglesey)</td>
<td>2 x 495</td>
<td>Magnox</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>BNDC</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungeness B</td>
<td>2 x 545</td>
<td>AGR</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>APC → NDC</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td></td>
<td>Managed by GEC from 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinkley Point B</td>
<td>620 &amp; 600</td>
<td>AGR</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>TNPG</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunterston B</td>
<td>610 &amp; 605</td>
<td>AGR</td>
<td>SSEB</td>
<td>TNPG</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartlepool (Durham)</td>
<td>2 x 595</td>
<td>AGR</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>NDC</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heysham 1 (Lancashire)</td>
<td>2 x 615</td>
<td>AGR</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>BNDC</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torness (East Lothian)</td>
<td>2 x 625</td>
<td>AGR</td>
<td>SSEB</td>
<td>NNC</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heysham 2</td>
<td>2 x 615</td>
<td>AGR</td>
<td>CEGB</td>
<td>NNC</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Year of completion of the first reactor of each pair.

Berkeley to Sizewell A had steel reactor pressure vessels. Oldbury and all after had prestressed concrete reactor pressure vessels.

The capacity of each Calder Hall reactor was 50 MWe (first reactor completed in 1956, closed in 2003).

Some of the Magnox reactors were operated below the MWe stated above.
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APPENDIX D – NUCLEAR POWER STATION DESIGN DEPENDENCIES

The diagram overleaf was drawn in 1960 to guide a project team in understanding the interdependence of decisions in the design of a nuclear power station.
SELECTION OF STATION DESIGN & OPERATING CONDITIONS

All design sections are concerned. Performance Section correlates and circulates the data.
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APPENDIX E – WHY CONSORTIA?

The Choice in 1955

The records found from 1955 do not state why the AEA recommended the formation of consortia to design and build the Magnox projects for the first nuclear power programme. The government’s Sanders Committee appointed in 1964 to review the organisation of the UK nuclear industry could not trace the reasons for that recommendation.

The Sanders Committee was a group of senior civil servants, advised by the AEA and CEGB. The Committee papers state that their objective was “to examine the effect of tendering methods on the capital cost of nuclear power stations”. The Committee was probably appointed because of the public argument about fairness in 1963 in the choice of consortium for the Wylfa nuclear project. There is no indication in the Committee papers that they obtained the views of the nuclear consortia, or lessons from other industries. The papers show that the Committee concentrated on organisational questions on the role of the consortia in relation to the AEA.

The Committee papers state that trends in the coal and chemical industries towards turnkey contracts for new projects were thought to have influenced the decision to encourage the engineering companies to form consortia for the UK’s first nuclear power projects. All parties appear to have assumed that turnkey contracts were the natural contract structure when employing consortia. A turnkey contract had been successful for the Fawley Refinery project, then the largest industrial project completed in the UK, but the chemical and coal industries did not in fact usually use turnkey contracts. Nor were they used for ‘conventional’ coal-fired UK power station projects.

The Sanders Committee papers indicate that they discussed whether the CEGB should abandon turnkey contracts. One Committee paper reported the view that abandoning turnkey contracts for further nuclear power projects would be contrary to US practice. Turnkey contracts were the basis of new nuclear power stations in the USA only from 1962 to 1966. The US reactor engineering companies ceased offering turnkey contracts because of the cost risks.

The Committee papers include comments that there were then too many consortia then competing for the relatively few projects, but not the question why a fifth consortium had been allowed to enter the market after the first four. The papers record the view that grouping of companies in the consortia around the heavy electrical manufacturers wrong in principle as electrical plant only 20% of project capital cost. The Committee papers indicate that they did not go on to discuss this.

No report by the Committee has been found and their conclusions were probably not published. It is possible that the priority for the government and the two utilities following The Second Nuclear Programme White Paper in April 1964 was action to proceed with the new nuclear power stations, rather than questions of contract structure.

Potential Use of Consortia as Contractors

The potential advantage to the utilities was that a consortium would be responsible for delivering a project complete, up to handover to the utility as the licensed operator to manage the loading of fuel and testing through to commissioning the plant. A disadvantage was that the utility was one contract removed from contact with the major suppliers of the mechanical and electrical power plant and the construction contractors. In the Magnox programme it was the consortia not the utilities that gained the first-hand experience and learned the need for a central engineering and project management authority, and with this how to coordinate detailed discussions of design, operating and maintenance detail between the suppliers and the future users of the systems, plant and services.

A common lesson from the UK nuclear and other consortia operations is that the utilities expect a joint organization of contractors to act as a quasi-customer in leading its set of member companies to deliver the whole project not just each company its own part. Different understandings of the meaning of the term ‘consortium’ were one cause of problems in achieving this between the Magnox consortia

---

6 A later exception in the UK was a turnkey contract in 1970 between the SSEB and NPPC for an oil-fired power station
and their member companies. Without an agreed definition some stakeholders may assume that ‘consortium’ means that its role is only to provide coordination whereas their customer expects it to take the cost risks of project delivery.

A customer employing a joint set of contractors to deliver a project should therefore be concerned that not only are the contract liabilities underwritten by all the parent companies of the members of the cooperative agreement, but also that those companies establish a central organization with the resources and authority to decide what is best for managing the engineering and managerial risks of delivering the project through to achieving its promised performance. Cooperative projects are only part of the interests of companies that form consortia, alliancing and other joint ventures. Their other interests may cause divergence and uncertainties in their internal relationships as they proceed with a project. The greater the risk that a common interest may not be sustained through a project the higher the level of internal pre-nuptial agreement needed on authority and accountabilities.\(^h\)

\(^h\) This section draws on an article ‘Contractor collaboration for new nuclear power stations’ published in Nuclear Future, 2013, v 6, n 1, 18-22, and a paper Bird R H & Wearne, S H, 2016, Contract structure for new nuclear projects, Project Management and Sustainability Resources Group, University of Manchester.
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In 1955 joined English Electric Atomic Power Division; on design and build of large analogue computer for reactor kinetics and control studies; leader fuel handling machinery control equipment design; 1964 Deputy Head Control and Instrumentation Department; 1966 Chief Electrical Engineer NDC; 1971 Engineering Manager, Dungeness ‘B’ (secondment from BNDC); 1975, on formation of NNC, Special Assistant to Chairman and Managing Director; 1976 General Manager Nuclear Power Company (Whetstone); 1980 General Manager PWR; 1982 Lead Witness on Capital Costs, Sizewell ‘B’ Inquiry; 1986 Business Manager; 1987 General Manager Special Projects: May 1990 Deputy Operations Director for Defence and Process Engineering Divisions; September 1990 Operations Director for Defence and Process Engineering Divisions. Retired in 1991. Author of published papers on large analogue computers, application of digital computers to reactor control and instrumentation, and nuclear power plant control systems.
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Head of Structural Development, GEC/Simon-Carves Atomic Energy Group, 1955. Led a team of specialist graduates to analyse stress distributions in reactor vessels, supporting skirts, grillages, etc. Worked closely with Japanese engineers on problems of earthquake design. Joined Head Wrightson in 1960 as Development Manager, and the Winget Gloucester Group in 1962 as Group Technical Director. As a result of this group being taken over by Babcock moved to Tyneside to be Managing Director of Huwood. In 1979 became Managing Director of Babcock Mining Services. Retired 1985.
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In 1952 seconded by Parsons to the PIPPA design team at Harwell. Senior Design Engineer on Calder Hall. Joined the Nuclear Power Plant Co at its formation in 1955 as Chief Mechanical Engineer. In 1961 joined the AEA Production Group as Chief Engineer (Fuel). Appointed Director, Fuel Division, British Nuclear Fuels Ltd, and main Board Member. In 1984 appointed Managing Director, URENCO. Retired 1992.
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Derek Limbert  
Eur Ing, CEng, BSc, FICE  
Joined Taylor Woodrow at Hinkley Point A in 1961. Various levels of site civil section management at Wyfia, Dounreay PFR and Hartlepool. Design and development work on Dungeness B in the 1960s Reactor Manager at Heysham 1 and Overall Project Manager at Heysham 2. Subsequently involved with Sellafield and Trident construction work as contracts manager. Managing Director of TW Civil Engineering 1990-1999.
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Chief Engineer of the GEC/Simon-Carves Atomic Energy Group at its formation in 1955. Led the design team which prepared the initial proposal (tender) designs for Hunterston and Tokai Mura for the GEC-Simon Carves group. Later joined Westinghouse Electric Corp. in their Nuclear Fuel Division and was responsible for the management of some of their development programs for PWR fuel. Has also worked on uranium extraction technologies for both Westinghouse and Gulf Oil Corp.
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Initially with Shell Tankers (UK) Ltd, then moving to GEC Large Steam Turbine Division based at Rugby. Worked on various aspects of the Power Plant Technology, Construction and Commissioning associated with the AGR Program at Hartlepool and Heysham. Joined BP Group of Companies in 1978 and after initial involvement in their power generation projects moved into management of their major project portfolio in South East Asia and the USA. On retiring from BP in 2008 and returning to the UK. engaged by BP initially as a Subject Matter Expert for their Managing Projects and Engineering Management courses held at the University of Manchester and then as a Project Management Consultant for their Alternative Energy Business.
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Following involvement with the design of the research reactor in Chalk River Ontario and a shielding research facility at Harwell joined GEC/Simon-Carves Group in 1955 on the civil and structural design of Hunterston A and Tokai Mura reactors. During this time involved with the early development and model test of prestressed concrete pressure vessels. Simon-Carves representative in Japan 1960-1963. Subsequently Research Fellow at Imperial College managing research project testing a AEA-designed spherical prestressed concrete pressure vessel. Then ten years with Kiers looking after a design-and-construct department. Joined Pell Frischmann. Director of three of their companies,
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Joined the AEA Fast Reactor team at Dounreay in 1957, and then to NPPC and commissioned the reactor control system at Latina. Appointed Head of Electrical Research, Central Electricity Generating Board, North West Region in 1962, returning to Nuclear Operations at Wylfa and as Deputy Power Station Manager at Hartlepool in 1974. Seconded to the Sizewell B Project Team in 1998 and after two years in Atlanta with the Institute of Nuclear Operations (INPO) was appointed Operations Evaluation Manager until retirement in 1992.
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Chief Engineer of the Nuclear Power Plant Co at its formation in 1955 and appointed Director in 1959. Held same position in The Nuclear Power Group following the merger of NPPC and AEI/JT in 1962. He was single-minded in promoting gas-cooled reactors beginning with the Oldbury Magnox concept for overseas and then the AGR. These reactors were succeeded by the helium-cooled HTR with ceramic fuel and the CO₂ cooled fast breeder reactor conceived as an international project in Brussels. With the amalgamation of TNPG and BNDC to form NNC in 1975 headed a new Technology Division responsible for physics and performance as well as research and development for all company projects. Took over the Fast Reactor Division which was to secure the early operation of PFR and the CDFR concept to surpass the French Super-Phenix. The fast reactor was seen to be costly and uncompetitive until there is at least a fourfold increase in uranium price. This led to many collaborative schemes with other countries which have yet to bear fruit.
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